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When we move into the last quarter of the year, we
begin many festivities with family and friends which
give us the opportunity to decorate our homes and
bodies with luxurious fabrics and designer details!
This time of year is glamourous for many reasons, for
me mostly because it’s a time to celebrate giving and
sharing, love and laughter in abundance. I have
thoroughly enjoyed building and contributing to
events and projects that promote worthwhile values.
Now why not do it in glamourous style? Matter of fact,
let’s lead by example and end off the year with a
bang & many bright ideas to come!
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Daphne

President’s Message
This year, the Holidays
are special for my family.
We just received an early
Christmas present, a
baby girl - Alexis Helena.
The happiness is now
complete.
As you can imagine, with
a newborn, this is not a
particularly glamourous
time in our household.
For me, holiday glamour
has always been about
the right thing at the right
time: gathering with
friends and family around
the table for a delicious
meal and warm
conversations, wellthought out presents,
decorating the home and
of course a festive look
for ourselves. Finding the
right fit is more of an art
than a science.

Be sure to check the
calendar of events on our
website for upcoming
programming, we would
love for you to take
advantage of the
educational and
networking opportunities
that the Board of
Directors is working hard
to provide.
My hope for you this
holiday season is that
you will enjoy as much
time as possible with your
Mihaela Ciocan
dear ones. It sometimes
AICI CIP
seems we get so busy ImagePro International Institute	
  
during the year that the
www.image-‐pro.ca
Holidays serve as a
reminder of just how
valuable the people in our
Warmly,
lives truly are.
From my family to yours,
Happy Holidays and a
very Happy New Year!
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Up Close and Personal
How long as an Image Consultant? 5 years
What do you specialize in? The corporate sector specializing in Executive
Presence.
What has been your most rewarding experience as a consultant? From
an early age my mother taught me the importance of good grooming,
manners, good posture and paying attention to all the little details. She
was a seamstress and her brother was a bespoke tailor. They both taught
me about the proper construction of a garment as well as a custom fit.
Little did I know that I would be able to make a living doing something I
loved and came very naturally to me.

Mirella Zanatta
Memorable quote from a client? The most memorable experience came
from a private client. He was a department chair at a university and I
coached him on appearance, communication and presentation skills.
After our last session as he was leaving he thanked me for changing his
life.

AICI CIP
Corporate Class Inc.
info@MirellaZanatta.com

What made you join AICI? Prior to becoming an image consultant I taught high school Mathematics and was a
guidance counselor. I had to earn two degrees and take 3 summers of training to become a qualified teacher/
counselor. To me it is important to belong to a professional association and the continue to learn and grow. It
seemed only natural that I would want to be a member of the largest Image Association in the world.
Why was it important for you to get your AICI CIP accreditation? It is important to me to have certification in my
field. It takes a great deal of work experience and well as training and education to receive your CIP. I pride
myself on providing my clients with my very best work and working towards this certification has taught me a
great deal.
Do you have any hidden talents? I am a bit of a techno buff. I love all the latest technology and devices and
keeping up with new programs or apps.
Describe your perfect day? My perfect day begins with a strong cup of black coffee brought to me in bed. After
reading the paper and having a light breakfast I take a long walk on the beach. I meet my friends for a leisurely
lunch. Spend some time shopping, reading, watching a concert or sports event. Capped off with a romantic
dinner and dancing.
What do you like best about where you live? The best part of living where I do is having my mother live just
down the street. I built my house 6 years ago and a year later supervised the building of my mother’s house as
she was living in a different city. My father had died a few years earlier and it was nice to have her so close.
She loves to cook and brings me homemade goodies on a regular basis. She’s also my personal dressmaker.
I’m so lucky.
Do you have a mentor, and if so, what is the most important thing they have taught you? I’ve had a few
mentors in my life, and even though they have taught me different things, a common theme is integrity.
Integrity is everything…period!
Is there anything else you would like people to know about you? We are all faced with struggles in life, some
are visible many are not. It’s not what I have been through in my life that defines who I am, it’s how I got
through it that has made me the person I am today.
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Malala wows crowd at annual Glamour
Women of the Year awards

NEW YORK – There was a
f l a m b o y a n t p o p s t a r. A
legendary singer. A TV star,
some supermodels, and one of
the world's most powerful
philanthropists. Even a former
secretary of state who may
soon be running for president.
But of all the prominent women
who appeared onstage Monday
night at the Glamour Women of
the Year awards, no one
received more acclaim and
adoration than a teenager
whom no one had heard of little
more than a year ago -- 16year-old Pakistani education
activist Malala Yousafzai.
"We love you, Malala!" shouted
a group of young girls from a
high balcony in Carnegie Hall,
where the annual event was
held. The teenager blew back a
kiss, and proceeded to give an
impassioned speech.
"I believe the gun has no power
at all," said Malala, who caught
the world's attention when the
Taliban shot her in the head in
October 2012 for criticizing the
group's interpretation of Islam,
which limits girls' access to
education. She has since
gained global prominence, has
started The Malala Fund to
support education for girls, and

recently released a memoir, "I
Am Malala."

at night?" the singer challenged
the crowd.

“I believe the gun has no power
because a gun can only kill,”
she said. But a pen can give
life.”

The evening's Lifetime
Achievement Award went to
Barbra Streisand, who told the
audience that she had been
lucky enough to be born with a
good singing voice. "That voice
ultimately allowed me to speak
out and have my opinions
heard," said Streisand, 71, who
proceeded to forcefully air many
of them -- including her choice
for the next president. "There's
never been a woman
president," Streisand said, "but I
hope that will change very soon
-- hint, hint! And we really need
her now."

It wasn't just the crowd that was
taken with Malala; her fellow
honorees referred to her often
as they took the stage, and the
night's most flamboyant
honoree, Lady Gaga, said she
wished this month's Glamour
magazine cover, which features
her, had been devoted to Malala
instead.
"If I could forfeit my Glamour
cover I would give it to Malala,"
she said.
In a long and sometimes
rambling speech, the pop
singer, who sported a huge
mane of frizzy white hair, a
glistening white suit and her
typically sky-high platform
shoes, also said she thought
she looked too artificially
beautiful on that cover. "I do
not look like that when I wake
up in the morning," she said.
Gaga added that despite her
huge fame, "my true talent is not
the clothes, and not the music. I
really feel that what I am best at
is seeing the potential in other
people." She referred to her
campaign against bullying
among young people, and
recalled the case of a young fan
who committed suicide in 2011
after being bullied, Jamey
Rodemeyer.
"Do you really know how your
child feels when they are home

“

My true talent is not the
clothes, and not the music. I
really feel that what I am
best at is seeing the
potential in other people.
Lady Gaga

”

She was referring, of course, to
Hillary Rodham Clinton, who
surprised the crowd by
appearing to present a first-time
award -- Couple of the Year -- to
former Congresswoman
Gabrielle Giffords and her
husband, retired astronaut Mark
Kelly.
It was a poignant moment for
Giffords, who had been unable
to attend when she was
honored with a Glamour award
in 2011, because she was still
recovering from wounds
suffered early that year when
she was shot while meeting...
continued on page 14
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Inspiring Quotes from Glamour Magazine’s
Women of the Year Awards!
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Film Noir Fashion: Fall Runway Trend Spotlight
Truhler gave us a
history lesson on the
influence of classic
cinema on fashion,
and how film noir
continues to inspire
designers this fall.

designer fondly known
as Adrian.

Film Noir
Fashion: Origins
in Classic
Cinema
‘Hitchcock blondes,
pencil skirts, and
stiletto heels—we
explore the origin of
film noir fashion
(a.k.a femme fatale
style), one of Fall
2013’s top runway
trends’ by Ava
Baccari
Film noir—the genre of
sultry classic
Hollywood crime
dramas—has literally
taken on a style of its
own. This season,
designers from
Miuccia Prada to Marc
Jacobs were
influenced by the
structured silhouettes
(and blondes) of
classic cinema. “It’s so
immersed in our
culture now people
may not even know
where the original
references come
from,” explains
Kimberly Truhler, an
L.A.-based film,
costume design and
fashion historian,
about fashion’s love
affair with film noir.

What exactly are we
talking about when we
talk about film noir?
“The ‘40s and ‘50s
[provide] the bulk of
the film noir genre,”
says Truhler, citing
French film critic Nino
Frank who coined the
term in 1946 to
describe hard-boiled
crime thrillers. In fact,
World War II, was a
major catalyst for a
shift in fashion and
costume design.
“Silk use in fashion
was banned in 1942,
so the shape and
materials that you see
in ‘40s clothing is
about the structure,”
explains Truhler. And
since wool and cotton
was largely available,
in fashion, it naturally
took shape as
structured suiting. The
strong-shouldered
trend—seen at Gucci
and Bottega Veneta’s
Fall 2013 shows— can
be traced back to Joan
Crawford and the
Hollywood costume

designed outfits worn
by Catherine Deneuve
in Belle de Jour—they
maintain the same
classic French chicstyle as when the film
debuted in 1967. For a
not-so-subtle
translation of an iconic
outfit in the film, see
the collared black
dress from Valentino’s
Fall 2013
collection (see below).

Joan Crawford in
1945's Mildred Pierce
and suiting from
Bottega Veneta Fall
2013
Catherine Deneuve in
Yves Saint Laurent for
1967's Belle de Jour
(above) and
Valentino's version for
Fall 2013

“As of 1920, with the
film influence and
influence of costume
designers, we entered
what I would consider
the modern fashion
era,” says Truhler.
Take any of the Yves
Saint Laurent-

By Elle Canada's Ava
Baccari
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AICI Industry Resources & Networking Event
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Managing Cultural Expectations over Holidays
through beautifully staged
dramatic arts. While yet others
use Christmas day as the
special day to spend with family
and yet many more actually
celebrate gift giving and feasts
on Dec 6th the day of St. Nick.

Who would have thought
managing cultural expectations
over the Christmas holidays
could be such a challenge. Well
in a city like Toronto, where 50%
of our population is foreign born
and English represents only
50% of mother tongues spoken,
we are considered by Statistics
Canada to be one of the most
multicultural cities in the world.
Now you and I already knew
that, having office potlucks and
tours to Greek town and China
town, home-bread Torontonians
are well familiar with diversity.
But how to manage a date’s
prospective family, and how
they celebrate the holidays,
whether mild, medium or
aggressive on the customs poll
is another story.
The key to integrating into a
different culture, whether social
or business, is understanding its
values, and how they differ from
yours. That way you’re open to
new experiences, perspectives
and customs that otherwise may
seem odd, unnecessary or
opposite to your own.
For example, some Christian
cultures around the globe
celebrate Christmas Eve as the
main holiday with a feast
or midnight mass, while others
celebrate it by fasting and
reenacting historical elements

Here are a few cultural
guidelines to have successful
Christmas celebrations with
your multicultural date or
friends.
In Australia, Christmas
happens in the middle of
students summer break! People
often go caroling Christmas Eve
as there’s a historical Carols by
candlelight service in most cities
across the country. So be open

“

Considering the plethora
of variety in Christian
celebrations alone,
imagine the discomfort or
missteps possible if
celebrating with nonChristian friends or family.

”

if you’re hanging with the
Aussies to tour the town and
sing aloud! They also typically
eat Christmas dinner at
lunchtime, which happens to be
made up of mostly fresh
seafood.
In Denmark, most people
go to a Church Service around
4pm Christmas Eve and then
eat their main Christmas meal
around 6pm. Most families have
a special kind of rice pudding
with almonds for dessert. All but
one of the almonds are chopped
into pieces. The person who
finds the whole almond gets a

present.
Knowing these traditions will
prepare you to bring a special
little gift, to impress upon the
family that you care to embrace
things that matter to them. Most
people, after dinner, dance
around the Christmas tree
before they open their presents.
Then on Christmas day people
meet with their family and have
a big lunch together with Danish
open-faced sandwiches on ryebread.
In Ethiopia, they celebrate
Christmas on January 7th, not
December 25th! The Christmas
celebration in the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church is called
Ganna. At dawn on the morning
of Ganna, people get dressed in
a traditional garment called a
shamma. It's a thin white cotton
piece of cloth with brightly
colored stripes across the ends.
Considering that the day is
d i ff e r e n t w i l l l e a d y o u t o
schedule your holiday events
m o re c o n s i d e r a t e l y. M o s t
Ethiopians go to Church on
Christmas day and many
people fast on Christmas Eve
(January 6th).
In Pakistan, December 25th
is a public holiday in memory of
Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan.
Though the majority of Pakistan
is Muslim, there are more than 5
millions Christians! During
Advent, a big procession takes
place in Lahore, from St.
Anthony's Church to the
Cathedral, and during the last
week leading up to Christmas,
known as “Bara Din”, people
sing carols and in return the
family offers something to the
choir to be donated to charity.
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Managing Cultural
Expectations Continued...
Churches are packed on
Christmas eve and houses are
typically decorated with a star on
the roof.
On Christmas day
people wear their best, colourful
clothes and they can stay in the
Church courtyard for hours,
enjoying various food from the
different stalls.
Considering the plethora of
variety in Christian celebrations
alone, imagine the discomfort or
missteps possible if celebrating
with non-Christian friends or
family. Every cultural group has
their own celebrations and
folklore that support their values.
If we all work on understanding
the various values present, we
can gain from new and enriching
cultural experiences.
The next time you consider
joining someone for a holiday
celebration, do a little research so
you don’t find yourself in an
uncomfortable situation due to
your lack of cultural sensitivity. If
all else fails and you’re stumped,
manners by far outweigh all
i n t e rc u l t u r a l t o o l s .
Most

importantly show respect with
politeness and open dialogue.
It’s the only way we will be able
to include other cultures in our
own festivities and answer the
issues at hand.
The issue of what to say or
not say in our schools and
workplace is a challenge
politicians and educators have
been fighting with for some time
now: Pray at school, don’t pray at
school; say a Christian prayer,
not a Christian prayer. Hmm, it’s
a tough one.
What I know for certain is that
once we better understand each
other’s cultural values, we will
have less disdain for the other’s
celebrations. And at the end of
the day, ideally we should be
comfortable celebrating any
cultural custom that is based
upon shared human values. And
how beautiful and enriching that
would be; more united, more time
to rejoice!
By DC Magna
www.whychristmas.com

Daphne C.
Magna
Personal
Branding &
Culture Specialist
Daphne@
DCMagna.com

Top 10 Glamourous
A-list Destinations

Hoping to catch a glimpse of the
rich and famous on your next trip?
Unfortunately for any aspiring
celeb-spotter, those celebs are
stealthy types and really aren't
interested in being spotted, so while
some getaway locales never
change, new under-the-radar
destinations keep popping up
around the globe. Even if you
couldn't care less about the Alisters, it never hurts to know where
the rich and famous are deciding to
spend their vacation, as privacy and
luxury are the hallmarks of any
great celebrity getaway. From the
classic to the up-and-coming, here
are the top 10 spots for celeb
spotting around the world:
1. Telluride, USA
2. Gstaad, Switzerland
3. Miami, USA
4. St. Barts, Caribbean
5. Wakaya, Fiji
6. Goldeneye Resort, Jamaica
7. Sveti Stefan, Montenegro
8. Ibiza, Spain
9. Côte d’Azur, France
10. The Hamptons, USA

www.beyondvictoriana.com

www.lonelyplanet.com
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Top 10 Most Glamourous Women Politicians
10. Brinda Karat - Member of CPI, communist politician from India, manages
to look great in her typical red bindi, cotton saree look.

#8

9. Hillary Clinton - Former Secretary of State’s style has remained
consistently impeccable, best described as functional, energetic and bright.
8. Kashmala Tariq - Lawmaker and member of Pakistan Muslim League-Like
Minded, famous for her dressing style, impeccable attitude and outspoken
statements.
7. Priyanka Gandhi Vadera - Indian politician of the Nehru-Gandhi family,
known to carry herself gracefully, usually spotted in chic cotton saris.

Pakistani lawmaker – Kashmala
Tariq

6. Ruby Dhalla - Indian-origin Canadian politician and actress, first Sikh
women to serve in the Canadian House of Commons, appeared on the list of
50 Most Beautiful People in Canada.

#6

5. Sonia Gandhi - Italian-born Indian politician and chief of India’s Congress
party, known for her fine and subtle fashion sense, smart and formidable.
4. Sarah Palin - Former candidate of US vice president and the 9th Governor
of Alaska. Her signature style, boxy jackets with tight skirts epitomizes her
feminine image perfectly.
3. Yulia Tymoshenko - Former Prime Minister of the Ukraine is best known
for her beauty and braids.
2. Rathika Sitsabaiesan - Youngest Member of Parliament in Toronto Area
and the first Canadian Tamil MP, she earned praise for her confidence and
poise

The Indian-origin Canadian
politician Ruby Dhalla

#3

1. Hina Rabbani Khar - Pakistan’s youngest and first woman Foreign
Minister. Elected member of national assembly of Pakistan Peoples Party,
famous for wearing attractive and fashionable outfits, she has vanquished all
the other women politicians in glamour and gorgeousness.
www.wonderlist.com

Prime Minister of the Ukraine
Yulia Tymoshenko

Welcome to our newest Board Member!
We’d like to welcome our newest member, Diane
Ballos, as the new VP Membership on our AICI
Canada Board. We greatly appreciate the great
work of her predecessor, Kirstie Kirkness, yet we
are excited to have Diane’s contribution to
growing our fabulous group of Image experts and
enthusiasts!

Diane Ballos - VP Membership
dianeballos@everydayimage.ca

#1

Pakistan Foreign Minister Hina
Rabbani Khar
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Fall Glamour: Runway to Roomsday!

What speaks glam better than gold,
sequins and sheer bodices! The essence
of fall design is the party dress and
festive decor - it’s all in the details!

Whether luxurious
velvets, autumn colours
or textures of wood and
brick, these fall trends
emit a feeling of warmth
and play with very
natural lines!
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“Oh how much fun!” AICI Toronto Holiday Social
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Cioppino Holiday Recipe
Courtesy of Giada De Laurentis, Everyday Italian Cooking Show

Ingredients

THE HEALTHY, TASTY,
EASY TO MAKE RECIPE
PAGE
For Image Consultants aka Foodies

4 large garlic cloves, finely chopped
3/4 teaspoon dried crushed red pepper flakes, plus more to taste
1/4 cup tomato paste
1 (28-ounce) can diced tomatoes in juice
1 1/2 cups dry white wine
5 cups fish stock
1 bay leaf
1 pound manila clams, scrubbed
1 pound mussels, scrubbed, debearded
1 pound uncooked large shrimp, peeled and deveined
1 1/2 pounds assorted firm-fleshed fish fillets such as halibut or
salmon, cut into 2-inch chunks

Cooking Directions
Heat the oil in a very large pot over medium heat. Add the fennel,
onion, shallots, and salt and saute until the onion is translucent, about
10 minutes. Add the garlic and 3/4 teaspoon of red pepper flakes, and
saute 2 minutes. Stir in the tomato paste.
Add tomatoes with their juices, wine, fish stock and bay leaf. Cover and
bring to a simmer. Reduce the heat to medium-low. Cover and simmer
until the flavors blend, about 30 minutes.

Please join us in contributing your
favourite healthy but tasty recipes
that are easy to make so that we can
share them with our families and
enrich our culinary experiences
throughout the year. Feel free to add
specialty items like Vegan, Organic,
Desserts or Cultural cuisine! Nourish
the body and soul from inside out
with love inspired food.

Continued...
Add the clams and mussels to the
cooking liquid. Cover and cook until
the clams and mussels begin to
open, about 5 minutes. Add the
shrimp and fish. Simmer gently until
the fish and shrimp are just cooked
through, and the clams are
completely open, stirring gently,
about 5 minutes longer (discard any
clams and mussels that do not
open). Season the soup, to taste,
with more salt and red pepper
flakes.
Ladle the soup into bowls and
serve.
**For those of you who are meat
lovers, you can substitute any other
type of meat & meat stock for the
seafood to make a similar light
bodied stew. Specialty options like
venison, lamb, wild turkey and boar
would be most nutritious. Please
vary the cooking times dependent
on meat type.

Cioppino - Seafood Stew

Read more at: http://www.foodnetwork.com/
recipes/giada-de-laurentiis/cioppino-recipe/
index.html?oc=linkback
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Culture Connoisseur - Jamaica, ya mon!
This year I had the opportunity
to travel to the warm and sunny
island of Jamaica! It was my
first time, and interestingly
enough, I had planned on
visiting Jamaica many times in
the past, as I grew up with many
Jamaicans, yet it never
materialized.
Though I envisioned my first trip
to Jamaica very different, with a
bunch of girlfriends, toting
around some local chaps that
want to show us around town,
instead I was meeting with the
Minister of Security proposing a
new program to help improve
their crime issues and resultant
poor global image.
Now please don’t
misunderstand me, I had plenty
fun in the sun as I could never
be any other way seeing as I
have true island blood in me,
and vitamin D is a large part of
my DNA. However, I was
fortunate to see Jamaica from
the inside out, in a way most
tourists wouldn’t. I saw their
professional buildings, had

meetings with “technocrats”,
(advisors to lead politicians),
dined with bankers and saw a
view of Kingston from atop Blue
mountain 3000ft high.
Now please be advised I also
drove through the hood, hired
locals to take us out snorkeling,
swam off the shores where
locals bathed and worked,
shopped at t he grocery store
and bought food from the street
vendor.
Why else would I visit another
country but to experience their
way of life? Classism included.
Many of us can speak on social
ills in our backyard and
complain about those of foreign
lands that we know little about
and are not really willing to
confront.
Well Jamaica inspired me to
take responsibility for people
and places I love, because it’s a
big lonely world out there when
you think you’re all alone in it.
When you consider you’re a
part of a group, a team, a

Daphne C.
Magna
Personal Branding &
Culture Specialist
Daphne@
DCMagna.com

country, a people, a world, your
perspective becomes inclusive
and your effect on people
ripples across oceans.
Now I don’t know about you, but
I enjoy going somewhere
foreign and being treated like
someone not foreign. That is
when you’ve gained the respect
and appreciation of the other
guy, that is when you realize
you’re equals regardless of
income or opportunity. That is
when the whole world becomes
your oyster.
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Continued...
Malala wows crowd at annual Glamour Women of the
Year awards
from page 3
constituents in a supermarket parking lot. "It's been a
hard, long time but I'm getting better," she told the crowd,
saying she was doing "speech therapy, physical therapy,
and yoga too."
"I'm still fighting to make the world a better place, and
you can, too," she said. The couple has founded a gun
safety organization, Americans for Responsible
Solutions.
Another emotional highlight was the appearance of
Kaitlin Roig-DeBellis, a first-grade teacher at the Sandy
Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn., who saved
her pupils from death by herding them into a small
bathroom, where they hid as shots rang out last
December.
"I have lived my life so as not to let that day define
myself -- or my students," said Roig-DeBellis, who had
much of the audience in tears. She was accompanied by
a group of parents whose children she had saved.
Also honored: Melinda Gates, who with her husband, Bill
Gates, founded the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, a
huge philanthropic force. Gates was described by her
award presenter, actress and writer Lena Dunham, as
"the most stunning example of putting your money where
your mouth is that the world has ever seen."
After the Carnegie Hall ceremony, the honorees,
presenters and guests attended a private dinner at the
famed Oak Room at the Plaza Hotel. It was a scene of
fascinating combinations. Lady Gaga approached
Malala, for example, and the two took photos together.
"Never be afraid to speak your mind," the pop singer told
the activist -- who is famous for doing just that. "I can't
wait until my fans hear your story," she added. Watching
it all was supermodel Iman, who said she had been
deeply moved by Malala's speech.
"She is a game-changer for girls," Iman said. "I wish
young girls here knew more about Malala, and less
about the Kardashians."
www.foxnews.com
Published November 12, 2013 / Associated Press

imagine the potential

image mastery training
Enhance your credentials
with AICI CEU authorized
programs in the
Core Competencies

Appearance
Behaviour
Communication

Develop and expand
your skills with our
unique holistic approach.
Karen Brunger, BHEc, AICI CIP
AICI International Past-President
Award of Excellence recipient
Systems in 70 countries
“I run out of superlatives. The
courses that I attended were the
most complete and life changing
that I have ever experienced.”
~Janice Fisher

image tools & resources
Colour Systems
Style Tools
Templates
PowerPoints
Workbooks
Go to

www.imageinstitute.com
Subscribe to
our updates!

for articles, webstore
and training information

Become an Affiliate
or Authorized Provider

1.905.303.8636
toronto . canada
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AICI Canada Needs YOU! Culture Connoisseur!
A healthy growing chapter needs membership
participation. There are many ways to become involved.
Every AICI chapter around the world is introducing
“Member Buddies.” If you become a member buddy you
will earn 1 leadership point. What a great way to
contribute to your chapter!
¡

Who are Member Buddies?
Member Buddies are from your AICI chapter who
nominate themselves for a three month period.

¡

How?
The Member Buddies will contact and welcome an
assigned member to exchange contact details and
offer support in the area of needs.

¡

When?
It is an on-going program to strengthen each
chapter and the member buddies are awarded 1
leadership point which can be used towards your
CIP certification.
Please contact our VP Membership Diane Ballos
for more information.

On behalf of Inside Image, I’d like to extend
a request to our members to share cultural
experiences that are interesting and
educational.
Whether you’re traveling abroad or attending
a cultural festival in your own city, please
share with us differences or similarities you
notice or special customs, social habits or
etiquette that are informative.
As image consultants we stand to gain from
better understanding the cultures within
which we work and owe it to our own clients
to be able to appreciate their different
perspectives and adapt accordingly.
I am thrilled to grow our Cultural Intelligence
through personal experience and stories.
This will be our own cultural diary to learn
from!
Daphne C. Magna

Members In The Media
Daphne C. Magna
December 3, 2013 - Hosted and spoke about Cultural Awareness at
the Youth for Human Rights event in celebration of International Human
Rights day
December 12, 2013 - Share newspaper featured the Youth for
Human Rights event
Karen Brunger AICI CIP
August 18, 2013 - Interviewed on Rossy Garbbez’s television show in
Mexico about Holistic Image
November 20, 2013 - Interviewed on CTV News on the image of Rob
Ford
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If you haven’t already, check out our AICI Canada/
Toronto Facebook page! Post photos of events,
share news and connect coast to coast.
We’d love for you to join our page and get
interactive!
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